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Adiabatic potential energy surfaces which define the forces on atoms and molecules involved in the formation and breaking of chemical bonds, assumes independently evolving nuclear and electronic degrees of freedom (the Born-Oppenheimer approximation). All dynamical simulations based on density functional theory (DFT) calculations are firmly based on this approximation (?) . It has been thoroughly tested for gas phase reactions [1] , and has lately been widely applied to chemical reactions on metal surfaces. However, for metallic systems the condition of independent nuclear and electronic motion can never be strictly met, because of the presence of a continuum of conduction electron states [2] . Recent experimental results have clearly demonstrated the significant role of electronic excitations in a wide variety of surface reactions [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . Despite this fact, remarkably little progress has been made in developing theoretical methods that go beyond the Born-Oppenheimer approximation.
The first experimental evidence of electronic non-adiabaticity was provided by measurements of vibrational lifetimes of adsorbed molecules on metal surfaces (ref.?), which yielded lifetimes in the order of picoseconds for CO on different metal surfaces, in contrast to the millisecond lifetimes expected from a strictly vibrational coupling. The dramatic increase in vibrational damping was first accounted for in a model involving non-adiabatic coupling through an adsorbate-induced resonance near the Fermi level [8] . Recent advances in DFT calculations have enabled calculations of the magnitude of the electronic vibrational damping using a perturbative approach [9] . However, the number of such studies is still limited and there is currently no clear understanding of which electronic factors are important in determining the vibrational damping rate.
Most earlier theoretical studies of vibrational damping have been carried out for the internal stretch mode for the CO adsorbate (C-O mode), with very little having been done for other adsorbate species. Recent lifetime measurements [10, 11] on noble and transition metal surfaces have shown a striking difference in trends between the C-N and C-O modes.
In this Letter, we use time-dependent DFT [9, 12] to address the question of which elements in the adsorbate-induced electronic structure are important in determining the electronic vibrational lifetime τ . We consider the internal stretch mode of CN and CO adsorbed on (111) surfaces of Ag, Cu, Au, and Pt, and are able to explain the difference in trends between the C-N and C-O modes in terms of details in the chemisorption bond and non-adiabatic electronic effects.
Total energy and structure calculations for the CN and CO adsorption were carried out using density functional theory (DFT). The calculations were based on a plane-wave basis set and a projected augmented wave method [13, 14] as implemented in VASP [15, 16] . Exchange-correlation energies were calculated using the Perdew-Wang form of the generalized gradient approximation [17] . CN and CO adsorption on the metal surfaces were modeled using a slab in a periodically repeated supercell [18] . The positions of the C and N (O) atoms and the metal atoms in the two outermost surface layers were geometrically relaxed until all forces in each direction were smaller than 0.03 eV/Å [19] .
Vibrational energies and modes were obtained through a diagonalization of the dynamical matrix for the adsorbate. We constructed the dynamical matrix from calculated forces, obtained from the restoring forces due to finite displacements of the C and N (O) atoms in three mutually orthogonal directions, with a frozen substrate.
The vibrational damping rate γ of the internal stretch mode of the adsorbed molecules by electron-hole pair excitations was calculated using the Fermi Golden-rule-like formula [9, 12] 
Here ψ ν are the Kohn-Sham states with energies ν , F is the Fermi energy, and M is the As discussed below, the adsorption geometries of the CN and CO molecules can not be simply predicted from DFT calculations. Therefore we have restricted our geometry optimization to the experimentally suggested configuration of the adsorbed CN and CO molecules, corresponding to an atop site and a perpendicular orientation relative to the surface, with the C atom coordinated to the metal atom. A coverage of 1/4 was found to be sufficiently close to the low coverage limit of isolated molecules [20] . Table I wave-vector mesh [21] .
The current gradient approximations for the exchange-correlation functional in DFT have well known limitations in finding the minimum energy adsorption site for CO on metal surfaces [22] . For instance, DFT calculations predict that at low coverage CO prefers the hollow site to the experimentally determined atop adsorption site on Pt(111) [23] . Recent DFT calculations have also pointed out another limitation of these functionals for CN adsorption on metal surfaces. On Cu(111), CN was predicted to be most stable with its molecular axis perpendicular to the surface, in conflict with the experimentally determined parallel orientation, whereas the latter orientation was preferred using the local density approximation for the exchange-correlation functional [24] . However, the adsorption geometry of CN has been found from experiments to be sensitive to the electrochemical environment [25] and co-adsorption of oxygen [26] .
Since the available experimental data for the lifetimes of the C-N mode [10, 11] were obtained from measurements on polycrystalline Ag and Au, Pt(111), and Cu (111) respectively. Furthermore, the calculated Ω = 1962 cm −1 for atop CN with a parallel adsorption geometry on Pt(111) [27] is also well below the Ω > 2100 cm −1 in Table I .
The experimentally observed trend from pumb-probe measurements [10, 11] of the lifetimes for the C-N mode on the Cu, Ag, Au, and Pt surfaces, τ (Ag)
τ (Pt), is well reproduced by our calculations (cf. Table I ). The C-O mode is found from experiments to be rapidly damped (τ ≈ 2 ps) and insensitive to the choice of metal and crystal orientation, and to the electrochemical environment [10, 11] . As previously mentioned, The CN molecule is a radical with a single electron in the 5σ orbital and forms a strong chemisorption bond with a metal surface. As shown in Fig. 1 , the 5σ orbital hybridizes with the 4σ orbital and turns into a filled resonance structure below the Fermi level upon the interaction with the metal substrate states. The resulting adsorption state of CN is then essentially CN − which is isoelectronic with CO. The electrostatic repulsion associated with this electron donation shifts the centroids of the molecular resonances up to higher energies.
In particular, the 2π * resonance shifts to an energy far above the Fermi level. The main difference between the PDOS for the Ag and Pt surfaces is the behavior of the 5σ and 1π
MOs. Figure 1 shows a broad resonance due to the 1π MO hybridizing with the high-lying Pt d-states. On Ag the 1π MO interacts weakly with the substrate, whereas the 5σ MO broadens appreciably when interacting with the metal states.
CO is a closed shell molecule with a large gap between the highest occupied molecular orbital 5σ and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital 2π and forms weaker chemisorption bonds with the metal surfaces than the CN molecule. The interaction of the 2π * orbital with the metal states results in a downward shift in energy and a broadening into a partially occupied resonance. This backdonation of electrons to the 2π * orbital from the metal and the small donation of electrons from the 5σ orbital to the metal (not visible on the scale of the vertical axis used in Fig. 2) is responsible for the formation of the chemisorption bond according to the Blyholder model [29] and its later refinements [30] . On the Pt surface, the formation of anti-bonding states of 5σ MO with the higher-lying d-band of Pt than on the noble metal surfaces enhances the PDOS of the 5σ MO around F .
The adsorbate-induced electronic structure at F influences the vibrational lifetime through the behavior of the wave functions close to the molecule where the field from the vibrating ion-cores is strong [cf. Eq. (1)]. The calculated PDOS for the CO and CN molecules exhibit characteristic and suggestive differences in this respect. Primarily, the 5σ and 1π
MOs induce states close to F for the CN admolecules with some characteristic differences between the Ag and Pt surfaces, whereas for the CO admolecules the 2π-induced resonance states are much closer to F .
In order to quantify the influence of the adsorbate-induced electronic structure on the vibrational lifetime, we have developed an approximation to Eq. (1) 
Inserting Eq. (2) in Eq. (1) gives the damping rate
where ρ nm ( ) are the one-electron density matrix elements
Note that the diagonal element ρ nn ( ) is simply the PDOS on the orbital n. The specific details of the vibrational mode and coupling enters only through v nm = φ n |v |φ m , which is obtained from the first-order change of the first-order moment of ρ nm ( ) with respect to vibrational amplitude. In particular if the sum is dominated by the contribution from a single orbital n, the result for the Persson-Persson mechanism for vibrational damping is recovered [8] :
where g is the degeneracy of the orbital. In general, there may be contributions to γ local from several orbitals in the sum.
Using Eq. (3), we are able to quantitatively rationalize the different trends in damping rates for CN and CO adsorbed on (111) surfaces of Ag, Cu, Au, and Pt. As shown in Table II , the behavior and the magnitude of γ for the C-N and C-O modes are reproduced reasonably well by γ local when using the localized basis sets of 5σ and 1π MOs and 5σ, 2π, and 6σ MOs for CN and CO, respectively. This makes it possible to analyze the calculated γ in terms of inter-and intra-orbital contributions to γ local .
From such an analysis we find that the larger damping rate for CN on Pt(111) compared to the (111) noble metal surfaces of Ag, Au, and Cu is due to a higher PDOS at F on the 1π MOs. For CN on Pt(111), we find that γ local is totally dominated by the contribution in Eq. (5) Eq. (3)]. However, the sum γ 2π * 6σ * of such terms may be important, see Table II . (Show 6σ * in PDOS plots?) For CO on Pt there is an additional contribution to γ local from the term in Eq. (5) for the 5σ MO. The weak variation of the damping rate for the C-O mode with respect to the metal surfaces is explained by an interplay between the PDOS and electron-vibration coupling terms which tend to smoothen out variations in γ.
Thus we find that the correlation between the measured τ and the position of the metal d-bands relative to the Fermi level as pointed out earlier [11] is not simply a causal relation.
However, the behavior of the...
In conclusion, we have shown that... 
